
Alternative homework ideas 

Naíonáin Bheaga 

Tearma a dó 

 

 

Gaeilge Formation of new letters using: 

- sand 

-markers 

-play dough 

-paint 

-chalk 

-shaving foam 

-trace with finger on textured surfaces 

-pencil/crayons 

Look for letters in the environment 

-signs 

-car registrations 

-when out shopping 

-on packaging 

Play games that involve determining beginning letter sound 

such as Eye Spy, 

Begin to demonstrate how sounds blend together to make 

words 

Have them find particular sounds in books 

Put aside 5/10 minutes a day to read with your children 

Choose a set time every day in which you attempt to speak 

Irish with your child (breakfast time/ bed time) 

 

Mata Counting: count how many steps it takes to get to 

different locations in your house from the front door. 

-Use stamps/stickers to make a counting book 

-Play higher or lower 

-Play card games such as snap to help with number 

recognition 

-Compare amounts in different sets (e.g. vegetables on the 

dinner plate) 



Create a growth chart for your child. Graph the various 

heights of people in the family 

- Use different methods to compare length of your 

table/kitchen/drive way (using footsteps, rulers, pencils, 

skipping rope) 

-Use the language of length- short long shorter longer 

-Investigate things that sink or swim 

-trip to the local swimming pool 

-Share sweets between 2 children (allow your child to 

investigate the various ways that a number can be made – 

eg 5 can be made by separating 3 and 2 

-sequence events: first/ then/ before/ after/ morning 

time/ afternoon/ night time 

-bake a cake and discuss how long it will take in the oven 

 

 

OSIE -Discuss changes in the environment as we move from 

Winter to Spring 

-note frosty mornings and the effect of frost on the 

roads/ on cars 

- make a bird feeder 

-plant flowers or vegetables in the garden 

-observe daffodil shoots 

-look for new buds, shoots, leaves on trees 

-Hunt for frog spawn 

-chart the weather 

-photograph things in nature and talk about these things 

-identify trees, flowers, weeds 

-animals awaking from hibernation and returning from 

migration 

-take a walk around your local town discussing various 

people who help us – Gardaí, doctor, nurse, dentist, 

fireman, postman etc... and their roles in our community 

-Discuss milestones in your child’s life up to this point – 

first steps/ first words, first birthday, first day at school 



Investigate different materials that are used to make 

household items and the advantages of using one material 

over another (strength, durability, flexibility) 

-Discuss different ways to conserve energy at home – 

preserving water/ recycling/ keeping doors closed 

Make a St Brigid’s cross 

-Look at the sky at night and discuss what they see – 

moon/stars/constellations 

-Imagine they live on another planet- discuss the 

differences 

-Talk about the story of St Patrick and why he is special 

to Ireland 

-create decorations for special events such as Valentine’s 

Day and St Patrick’s Day 

-keep old boxes or containers that your child can use for 

junk art 

-Gather shamrocks/clovers for St Patrick’s Day 

 

 

 

 
 


